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I. INTRODUCTION 
Jacobians of matrix transformations have been obtained by a variety 
of methods, the most notable being based on a chain of transformations 
for which each part can more easily be evaluated, for example, by dif- 
ferential techniques [2, 4, 8, 91 or by induction [3-51. The differential 
techniques are relatively straightforward, but may involve detailed 
computations, which to a certain extent are avoided by induction. The 
latter was employed most extensively by Jack [5], who provided simple 
new proofs for many Jacobian results. In the present paper we also consider 
a chain of transformations, from which a functional equation is induced 
on the relevant spaces. The solution of the functional equation (except 
for constants, which may readily be evaluated from special cases) then 
yields the Jacobian. The method has its basis in a derivation of the 
Wishart distribution by Rasch [lo], and is also contained implicitly in 
some of the results of Hua [4] and Jack [5]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
All matrices are real and of full rank; lowercase letters represent 
vectors or scalars; capital letters denote matrices. By A : 9 x 4 we mean 
the general $J x Q matrix; A’ denotes the transpose of A, and det A its 
determinant. 
* Present affiliation : Florida State University. 
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Certain classes of matrices recur throughout and we reserve the 
following notation for these. 
A denotes a symmetric matrix; 
A^ denotes a skew-symmetric matrix; 
A denotes a lower triangular matrix; 
I>, - diag(x,, . , x,) denotes the diagonal matrix with elements 
Xl,. . ., x,: 
Dj(a) z diag(1,. ., 1, a, 1,. . ., I), where the a occurs in the jth 
position. 
The Greek letters r and /l denote orthogonal matrices. 
If a matrix Y is a one-to-one function of a matrix X, Y = l(X), the 
Jacobian a(Y)/a(X) is denoted by J(Y - X) and is a measurable function 
of X. Because the ordering of the variables is arbitrary, the value of the 
Jacobian can vary in sign, and by J( Y --f X) we mean the absolute value 
of the Jacobian. 
We make use of the following standard facts. 
2.1. If Y = f(X) and Z = g(Y) = g(f(X)), then J(Z 4 X) = 
JV + Y)J(Y +X). 
2.2. If J(X ---f Y) f 0, then J(X - Y)J(Y -X) = 1. 
2.3. If Y=f(X),Z=~(W),thenJ(Y,Z-X,IV)= J(Y-X)J(Z-W). 
2.4. For suitably smooth transformations, J(X ---f Y) = J(dX - dY). 
From (2.4), note that the Jacobian of a nonlinear transformation may be 
obtained from the Jacobian of the linear transformation in the differentials. 
This may simplify the computations considerably. 
3. INDUCED FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we solve a number of functional equations which arise 
from linear transformations in the following manner. Consider the 
transformation 
Y=AX (3.1) 
where X and Y are 9 x 4 matrices, and A is a Jo x $ nonsingular matrix. 
To generate a functional equation for the -Jacobian, let 
z = BY, 
so that 
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J(Z -X) = J(Z --f Y)J(Y +X). (3.2) 
As the transformation is linear, J(Y - X) is a function of A alone, say 
h(A). Then from (3.2), 
h(BA) = Iz(A)h(K), (3.3) 
for all nonsingular p x p matrices A and B. The solution of (3.3) then 
yields (except for a constant) the Jacobian of the transformation (3.1). 
By considering other transformations, we find that it is necessary to solve 
(3.3) over the class of diagonal, triangular, orthogonal, and symmetric 
matrices. 
THEOREM 1. Let BD be the set of nonsingular p x $ diagonal matrices, 
and h: gp ---f R such that 
(i) h(D,)h(Db) = h(D,DJ, 
(ii) h( ’ ) is measurable, positive, and nonconstant; 
then h(D,) = nt lailci. 
Proof. If D, = diag(e,,. . ., EJ, where ci = f 1, i = 1,. . ., p, then 
hz(D,) = h(DE2) = h(1) = 1. Hence, by an appropriate choice of D,, we 
may assume that for all D,, D,, ai > 0, b, > 0, i = 1,. ., p. Letting 
a, = exp(zti), bi = exp(v,), i = 1,. ., p, and g(zr,,. . ., tip) = log h(D,), we 
obtain the vector version of the Cauchy equation g(zt) + g(v) = g(u + 8). 
The solution of this equation is g(u) = c ciui (e.g., see Aczel 11, p. 215]), 
which yields the result. n 
Renzark. Theorem 1 holds if Bn, is replaced by gn+, the set of p x p 
diagonal matrices with positive elements. 
THEOREM 2. Let qlp be the set of p x p lower triangular matrices with 
zmit diagonals, and let h: %‘p + R such that 
(i) h( ol)h( 0,) = h( ~l~z), 
(ii) h( . ) is measurable and nonzero; 
then h(o) = exp( cf-’ c~u~+~,~). 
Proof. Define Uij to be the matrix with unit diagonal elements, uuij 
in the (i, j)th position, and zeros elsewhere. Then 
0 = 0,. . * lJ, 
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and write g(zh) = h(cT), then 
R(U + v) = g(f42, + %lTO,. .'J 0)&q, %I + +1,0,.. 'T 0) 
. . .g(O,. ., 0,~1,,,-1 + vp.p-l) 
=~(u2,,0,...,0)g(v,,,0,...,0) 
. . -g(O,. .> O,~,,,_&(O,. .> 0, vp,p-l), 
and hence 
By a direct computation, we have for i > J’ + 1 
(3.4) 
= g(O, 2Uj+l,,> O, 2uf,3 + 2uj+l,jz6i,i-_I> O> 22Li,i-*> ‘1. (3.5) 
From (3.4) and (3~9, c~~z.~~+~,~u~,~-~ = 0 for all - 00 < lb,, < CO (m > 
n + 1). Consequently, cij = 0 for i > i + 1, to complete the proof. q 
THEOREM 3. Let .FT be the set of nonsingular $I x ~3 lamer triangular 
matrices, and let h: YrD 2 R such that 
(i) h(T‘,)h(T‘,) = h(T,T‘,), 
(ii) h( . ) is measurable, positive, and noncomtant; 
then h(T) = nf (tsi(Cz. 
Proof. Every matrix 1“ may be written as T = OD,, where c? E OaD, 
D, E gn. Note that 
l?;j = D,(2) o&(g) for all i, j, 
so that h”(Oij) = h(oiij). Consequently, h(uij) = 1. Moreover, (i) implies 
W’,)WW = W,QJ> D,, D, E gD> 
which with Theorem 1 yields the result. H 
Remark. Theorem 3 holds if FD is replaced by ,Yp+m, the set of fi x fl 
lower triangular matrices with positive diagonal elements. Indeed, the 
proof remains essentially intact. 
THEOREIH 4. Let LOB be the set of 13 x p orthogo?aal matrices, and let h: 
OlJ - R such that 
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(i) WdJVd = fWJ2), 
(ii) h( . ) is $ositive; 
then h(F) = 1. 
Proof. Every orthogonal matrix r may be written as a product, 
r = n pi, of symmetric orthogonal matrices pi. But for any such 
pi, Iza(pJ = h(ris) = h(l) = 1, from which the result follows. n 
THEOREM 5. Let d, be the set of nonsingular p x p matrices, and let h : 
d, - R such that 
(i) h(A)h(B) = h(AB), 
(ii) h( . ) is measurable, positive, ad nonconstant; 
then h(A) = ldet A Ic. 
Proof. There are various ways to prove the result, depending on the 
particular representation used. We here present several alternatives; 
these are discussed in [7, pp. 75-801. 
Every matrix A E ,QI, may be represented as 
A = s,s, (3.6) 
where s,, s, E ,40,, the set of p x p nonsingular symmetric matrices; 
A = T;r, TM*, rG 9,; (3.7) 
A = sr, re LO,, s E Y,i-, (3.8) 
where Y,+ is the set of positive definite matrices; 
A = m,d, r, A E 8,) D, E BP+, (3.9) 
where gP+ is the set of diagonal matrices with positive elements. 
To use (3.6), we have h(A) = h(s,)h(S,). Since 5 = I’DOr’, re Op, 
D, E gD, (i) implies 
h(S,) = h(rD,r’) = h(D,). 
By Theorem 1, h(D,) = n uiei. B ecause of invariance under permuta- 
tions, that is, h(D,) = h(PD,P’) for all permutation matrices P, 
CrlC’ . . . up CP = 0;;. . . cr:z for any permutation of the indices, it follows that 
Cj = c, j = 1,. . .) p. 
To use (3.7), we have h(A) = h(T)h(r), so that 
h(i;,)h(T‘,) = h(&&J, T‘1, i+‘z Erg, 
h(rdh(r,) = hwd, rl, r, E 0,. 
Hut these equations are solved in Theorems 3 and 4. Thus h(A) = 
n! (ti71Ci. By invariance under permutations, cr = + * . = c, = c, so that 
Proofs using the other representations may be constructed analo- 
gously. n 
The previous theorems show that any multiplicative scalar-valued 
function on matrices is essentially the determinant function. The next 
result is motivated by the linear scalar function, which we show char- 
acterizes the trace function. 
THEOREM 6. Let A’,, be the set of all p x p matrices and let h: dp - R 
such that 
(i) h(A + B) = h(A) + h(B), 
(ii) h(AB) = h(BA), 
the!ii& )hl ) F Teasurable ; 
c r 
Proof. Consider first the case of symmetric A. Since /i = ilD,d’ 
for A E O,, D, E gn, we may confine ourselves to diagonal matrices A. Let 
h(A) s g(crl,. , q,), 
and by invariance under permutations, it is immediate that 
P 
g(ctl,. , a,) = c C K, = c tr A 
1 
(e.g., II, p. 2151). 
Using (3.6) and (ii), we see that 
h(A) = h(A’), 
and the result follows from h(A) = *[h(A) + h(A’)] = 
4. JACOBIANS OF LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
$h(A + A’). n 
We now obtain the Jacobian results for which the previous functional 
equations were generated. 
LEMMA 1. If Y = AXB, ujhere X and Y are p x q variable matrices, 
and A and B aye nonsingular constant matrices, then J(Y --f X) = IA1gjBIQ. 
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Proof. The Jacobian of the transformation Y = XB may be obtained 
from Theorem 5 by taking the transpose, namely, Y’ = B’X’. The result 
then follows from (3.2), (3.3), and Theorem 5. E 
Suppose x and Y are symmetric $J x p matrices, and 
By letting 
P = AXA’, det A # 0. 
z = BPB’, det B # 0, 
we obtain J(,? + x) = J( Y + x)J(z + Y), which again produces (by 
linearity) the functional equation h(BA) = h(A)h(B). Theorem 5 yields 
h(A) = ldet Al”. To evaluate c, let A = diag(a, 1,. . ., l), and we readily 
obtain c = $ + 1. 
If 2, Y are skew symmetric and Y = AXA, we again generate the 
functional equation h(BA) = h(A)h(B). H owever, the constant c, evaluated 
by letting A = diag(a, 1,. ., l), is seen to be p - 1. 
Both results are combined in 
LEMMA 2. If 7 = AXA’, det A # 0, then J(P ---fx) = ldet A/p+l; 
if P = ATA’, then J(P - 2) = /det Alp-l, where all matrices aye of 
order j5. 
We next consider several transformations involving triangular matrices. 
Let 
0, = ABi, 0, = BO,, 
where A, B, oi E eD. Noting that the product of lower triangular matrices 
with unit diagonals is of the same type, we have from the chain rule 
(2.1) that 
h(K)h(B) = h(AB) 
where Fy(A) = J(o, ---f ol). As a consequence of Theorem 3, h(A) = 
exp(xf-’ c,a,+i,,). T o e ermine the coefficients ci, choose A = o,+l,i, d t 
i= l,... , $ - 1. It is then straightforward to show that 1 = exp(c,), 
i = 1,. . .,p - 1, from which J(o, - 8,) = 1. 
If for A, B, Tl E P-,, 
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then 
h(A)h(B) = h(AIB) 
where h(A) = J(Ts --f Ti). By Theorem 4, h(A) = nf jaiilc”. The cj 
may be determined by setting A = diag(a,, . . . , a,). Then with Ti = 
(tjj’), T’S = (Q) we have (tjf’, . ) t(l;‘) = a&j;‘, . . . ) t;‘), i = 1, . . . ) p, so 
that cj = j. 
An analogous argument may be used to show that the Jacobian of 
the transformation 
is nt Icz~[~-~+~. The functional equation is the same, but the determina- 
tion of the exponent is now based on (tj;‘, . . , t& = aj(tlf’, . . . ) t'i'd, 
In summary, we have 
LEMhfA 3. If 0, = Ao,i?,,whereA, fil, BEeD,then J(o, - ol) = 1. 
If T‘z = AT‘,B, where A-, Tl, B E 97--p, tlzen J(Tz ---f T,) = n la,,li 
[biilP--i+l. 
5. INVERSE TRANSFORhfATIONS 
To determine the Jacobian of the transformation from X to X-l, we 
may let L = AX, det A # 0, from which 
JP-l AX) = J(X-l ---f L-1) J(L-l + L) J(L +X). 
Write h(X) for J(X-l +X); then 
h(X) = /det A lflh(L) ldet A ID, 
so that 
h(X) ldet A Iezp = h(AX) 
for all A and X. Thus, with X = I, 
k(A) = cldet A 1--2”. 
Using (3.9), we may consider the case X diagonal, for which c is readily 
determined to be unity. 
For symmetric matrices we may generate a functional equation for the 
Jacobian by letting n = ASA’, det A # 0. Then 
J(s-l + s) = J(.$-1 --f &-1) J(iii-’ - ,ii) J(n -s). 
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For nonsingular triangular matrices, a functional equation may be 
generated from 2 = AT, det A # 0, to yield 
J( T-l - T) = J( T-l -L-l) J(z-1 - z) J(z + T). 
These results are included in 
LEMMA 4. If X E -01,, .? E Y,, T E Tp, then 
J(X -X-l) = ldet X12p, J(.!? -3-l) = ldet S/“fl, 
J(?? + T-l) =n [t$‘+? 
6. NONLINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
It is immediate that every nonsingular 2? E Yp can be written as 
i;= 00, 
where 0 E %Pp, D, E B9. Although the Jacobian may be evaluated 
directly, we obtain the result from a functional equation. Define 
r?* = AO, D,” = D,D,, A E eD, 
L = T?*D,* = ATo,, 
which yields 
J(T + 8, D,) = J(i’ + z) J(E + o*, D,“) J(o*, D,” --f 0, D,). 
Let h(o, D,) = J( T + 8, D,); then from Lemma 3, 
h(o, D,) =n lbij-(“-i+l%(o*, D,*)n lb,1 
=n Ib<~-(p-%(AU, D,D,). 
The choice A = 8-l, D, = D,-l yields 
iG( 0, D,) = cn lz+-? 
The constant is easily evaluated to be unity by considering the case of a 
diagonal transformation. 
An analogous argument yields a similar result for the transformation 
T = D,o, where 0 E ap. In summary, we have 
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Suppose the matrix X has a representation in terms of triangular 
matrices, namely, 
x = Ti?, kFD, CW?&. 
To generate a functional equation for the Jacobian, let 
T = AT,, D = i?i7,, y = TICI’ 
where A”, T, E .yD, B, or E eP. Then X = AYE’ and 
J(X ---t T, 0) = J(X + Y)J(Y 4 Tt, Or)J(T,, 0, ---f T=, @). 
Let h(T‘, 0) = J(X + T, U), so that 
h(T, 0) = (fl [aiii-i)h(Tr, Ur)(n la,,l”). 
The choice 8, = I, Tr = I, yields 
h(A, d) = cn la,,l”-i. 
The constant is easily evaluated to be unity by considering the case of a 
diagonal transformation. 
An analogous result is obtained for the transformation X = TIC?. 
LEMMA 6. If 0 E qld,, T E .YD, X,, X, E .CeD+, where .clp+ is the set 
of p x p matrices with nonzeyo principal nzinors of all orders, and 
x, = Ti-7, x, = PO, (6.1) 
then J(X, + T‘, c) = n It&-i, J(X, - T, 0’) = n ltiili-? 
Every positive definite symmetric matrix may be represented in terms 
of a triangular matrix: 
s = W, 7“EFD. (64 
To generate a functional equation for the Jacobian, let i; = AT’,, 3, = 
Tr Tr’, where A, Tr E Fp, so that 3 = dS,d’. Then 
J(s --f T) = J(.q ---f .q,) J(s, 4 T”,) J( T‘l 4 T). 
Letting J(s --, T) = h(T), we obtain 
h(T) = (n la,,l-i)h(Tl)(n la,,l,+l). 
The choice TI = I yields 
h(k) = cnl ajil’--i+l. 
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Since the result depends only on the diagonal elements, the constant 
may be determined from the diagonals, sii = &, i = 1,. . . , 6, to be 2~. 
Remark. The transformation (6.2) is unique if the tii are of specified 
sign, for example, tii > 0, i = 1,. . . , p. Consequently, any integral in 
terms of S can be transformed to an integral in terms of i;, where T is 
restricted to a specified orthant. Alternatively, we may ignore this restric- 
tion, thereby introducing a multiplicative factor of 2p. In many of the 
situations we consider, the transformations are unique only in orthants. 
For simplicity of exposition, we use the unrestricted form and indicate 
the appropriate factor. 
A similar derivation may be used to obtain the Jacobian of the 
transformation S = T’T. Both results are combined in 
LEMMA 7. If s, = TT’, .?, = TIT’, where T E y-9, then J(s, + T) = 
21) I-I: lt$-i+l, J(S, + T) = 2q jt,,li. 
From the two representations S = TT’, T = OD,, T E T-9, 0 E es, 
we have the representation S = ~D,i?, D, = De2. The Jacobian may 
be evaluated from 
J(s ---f 0, D,) = J(s + T) J(i; 4 0, D,) J(o, D, --f 0, D,) 
using Lemmas 5 and 7 to obtain 
LEMMA 8. 
n Wi7j--i. 
If .$ = oD,8’, 0 E 4V9, D, E gpf, then J(s + 0, D,) = 
The representation S = TT’, T E 7 D, permits a transformation from 
S to a nonsymmetric square root. However, the transformation to a 
symmetric square root is also of interest. This Jacobian follows immediately 
from a more general result due to Jack [5]. 
Let XE &‘, have distinct characteristic roots Oi >. . . > OD; then 
X = PD,P-I, det P # 0. Define 
Y = F(X) = PDf(e,P-l (6.3) 
where DfCe) = diag(f(O,),. ., f(0,)) and f is a differentiable function. 
LEMMA 9. The Jacobian of the transformation in (6.3) is 
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For symmetric matrices (with distinct characteristic roots oi, i = 
1 >. . ., p), S = rD,F, I16 op. Let 
I? = F(S) = I’Df&‘. (6.4) 
LEMMA 10. The Jacobian of the transformation in (6.4) is 
The Jacobians in 
matrices as follows. 
matrix 
Lemmas 9 and 10 may be presented in terms of the 
Let V(x) = V(x,. . . , x,) denote the Vandermonde 
V(x) = 
it is well known that 
-1 . . . 1 . 
Xl . . . xn 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
_Xl 
n-l . . . n-l 
+-G _ I 
det V(x) =n (xi - xi). 
i<j 
Note that V(x)V’(x) = O(D,), where O(Z) = (trZi++2), i, j = 1,. ., p. 
Now 
this last equality holds because tr P(S) = tr D~~Oj. 
We now return to finding the Jacobian of the symmetric square root 
transformation. Let 0 = s2, 3 E Y,+, so that the f of (6.4) is f(0) = Oz. 
LEMMA 11. J(o 4 s) = B”(det 3) [(det O(.Y?))/(det O(s))]“” where o1 > 
. . . > 8, are the characteristic roots of s. 
Proof. This Jacobian follows from Lemma 10, (6.5), and noting that 
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Remark. Even if the characteristic roots of 5 are nondistinct, then it 
can be shown that 
J(C? +s) = 2pdet sn (ei + of). 
i<j 
As a consequence of Lemma 11, we have a more general version given by 
LEMMA 12. If P = .%iS, where s E yp,+ and /i is a positive definite 
constant matrix, then J(P --f .?) = niGj (& + /lj) where ill,. . , A, are the 
characteristic roots of SA. 
Proof. Let 2 = Al’zPAl/z = ($/2.$A1/2)2 = m2; then 
J(P -s) = J(o -z)J(z -m)J(m -5) 
= (det A)(n+l)$Q (Ii + il,)(det A)-(p+l). n 
LEM~~A 13. If Y = Xn, where X E d, has distinct characteristic roots, 
then 
J(Y ---+X) = npldet XI”-l 3; . 
I I 
Proof. This lemma follows from Lemma 9 and 6.5 with f(0) = 0”. n 
There are surprisingly few “natural” transformations for more than 
one matrix. One of these is the simultaneous decomposition of positive 
definite matrices : 
ol = WD,W’, 0, + 0, = WW’, (6.6) 
where 1 > 8r >. . . > e2, > 0 are the roots of the determinantal equation 
10, - B( 0, + 0,) / = 0 and det W # 0. Various representations 
equivalent to (6.6) may be used, for example, 0, = WD,W’, 0, = 
WD,W’, where tli2 + pi2 = 1, or 0, = WD,W’, 0, = WW’. However, 
we find that (6.6) simplifies later computations. 
To evaluate the Jacobian from 3, s or, s2 G 0, + 0, to W, 8, for 
A E &, let 
so that 
S,* = AS,A’, s,* = A.l?,A’, Y=AW, 
s,* = YD,Y’, S,* = YY’. 
Then 
J(s,, .% + W, Do) 
= J&q,, 9, + s,*, s,*) J(.?,*, .‘?,* - Y, Do) J( Y, D, -+ tf’, Dn). 
If we let h(W, DB) = J(!?,, .q, ---f W, Do), then 
h(W, Do) = ldet A 1 2(~‘+1)/z(Y, D,) jdet A I--P. 
The choice W = I yields 
/z(A, D,) = /det A1-(IJt2)h(I, Do), 
so that the Jacobian J(.?,, s, - W, D,) factors into a product of 
ldet W I-(D+~) and a function of t) alone, g(0) E Iz(I, Do). To evaluate 
g(B), let 
i? = s,~,-ls, = WD,W’, D, = Do2, 
so that 
J(.%, s2 - W, Do) = J(s,, s, --f I?, .q,) J(a, s, + W, D,) J( W, D, - W, D,). 
(6.7) 
By Lemma 12, (6.7) becomes 
ldet WI-(n+2)g(0) = (n (Ai + ;lj)) 1 ldet W1-(fl+2)g(pl)](2fln 8,)-l (8.8) 
1<3 
- - 
where A,, . . . , 1, are the characteristic roots of S,S,-r. But the roots of 
- - 
.S,S,-l are Hi,. . . , 8,; hence, from (6.8), 
g(Br,. P 0,) =n (Oi + oj)R(0,2,. . > 0D2). (6.9) 
is;] 
Multiply both sides of (6.9) by nt.+ (ei - Oj), and let 
t(0) Et(Or,. . ., 0,) =g(O,,. . .) Op)n (Oi ~ 0,). 
i.:i 
Then (6.9) becomes t(0) = t(e2). By iteration, t(0) = t(e2”) for all ?x, and 
since 0 ( Oi ( 1, i = 1,. . .,p, it follows that t(0) = c. The constant may 
be evaluated from the case of a diagonal transformation. 
Remark. Note that the transformation (6.4) is unique if one element 
in each column is of specified sign, for example, wij > 0, j = 1,. . , p. 
LEBlhlA 14. IfS,=WD,W’,S,=WW’,detW~O,1>0,>...> 
e2) > 0, then 
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J& 5, - W, 19) = 2pldet Wl~+~n (0, - Oj). 
i<j 
7. ORTHOGONAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
It is generally more troublesome to determine the Jacobian of a 
transformation involving an orthogonal matrix. This is due, in part, to the 
fact that the usual procedures require additional arguments when dealing 
with constraints. However, by a reparameterization, the Jacobian of the 
transformation to the reparameterized variables may be evaluated as before. 
This means that we integrate over a different space. 
Two reparameterizations have been used. Hsu [3] makes use of the 
automorphic transformation between orthogonal matrices r with 
/r + 11 # 0 and skew-symmetric matrices 8: 
r=(I+T)-1(1-X)‘), 2 = (I + T)-i(I - T). 




r E r(g) = 2(1f X-1 - I. 
that dr = - 2(1 + 2)-l dg(l + 8)-l, and by (7.2) 
rydr) = - *(I + q@i) (1 + r). 
parameterization which appears to be simple, namely, 
r = exp(P), 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
leads to difficulty in that d(exp( P)) ‘. IS no easily expressed in terms of dP. t 
Tumura [ll] uses the representation of a proper orthogonal matrix 
as a product of $($ - 1)/Z orthogonal matrices, each of which depends on 
only one angle. More explicitly, define 
R&4 = 
then 
Jack and Macbeath 161 and Jack [5] deal directly with the orthogonal 
space, rather than with a space generated by the parameterization. 
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We first consider a canonical transformation 
2 = rilVr2, ri, rl, E 8,, (7.5) 
and where 2 and lV may have some special properties to make the trans- 
formation one-to-one. If di, A2 E 8,, and we let 
Z* = AIZAz = A,r,WI’2A, FE t,hlW$,, 
then 
J(W, r,, r, -4 = J(W, r,, 1’2 --f I-v, $1, &)J(@‘, $1, $2 -Z*)J(Z* -2). 
Let h(lV, r,, r,) E J(W, rl, r, -f 2) and assume J(Z* -2) = 1; then 
h(w, pi, r,) = h(w, +i, $s)g(n,, l’,)g(d,‘, rZ’), (7.6) 
where g(A, r) = J(r + Al’). The choice 1‘, = r, = I yields 
h( W, A,, A,) = h(W’ I’ I) 
R(A,> %(A,‘> 1) 
= 4(W)h(A,P,(A,), (7.7) 
so that the Jacobian of the transformation (7.5) factors into functions 
of W, A,, and A, separately. This permits us to evaluate more easily 
each of the terms. 
To evaluate g(d, I), consider the transformation $ = Ar. In terms 
of the parameterization (7.1), 
$(P) = A(d)r(x). 
WTe have from (7.3) that 
(1 + g’)(dP)(~ + 4) = (I+ F)@)(I + r), 
so that 
g(A, r) = J(P -$) = J(dT? -d?) = Idet(1 + l’))l(I + Al’)(‘-l. 
Consequently, 
g(A, I) = 2~~“~‘~l’Idet(1 + A) i’-’ = (det(1 + A) I-‘P-‘). (7.3) 
Tumura [ 111 shows that the parameterization (7.4) yields the term 
[ 
p-1 p-e 




Jack 161 shows that g(A, I) is an absolute constant. 
We may now consider special transformations for which we obtain 
the corresponding functions h,(W). 
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Let 
.$ = FDJ’, IIE o,, D, E 99+, (7.10) 
where 0i > . . . > 01, > 0 are the characteristic roots of s, and let 
v = s2 = TDJ’, D, = Do2. 
Then from 
and Lemma 11, we have 
Therefore, 
h(e) = rI pi + ~JhlP2)9 
i<j 
which is identical to (6.9), for which we have shown the solution to be 
h,(e) = cn (& - 8,)-l, 
iij 
In summary, we have 
LEMMA 15. If s = rD,r’ as in (7.10) and r(z), r(a) aye defined by 
(7.2) and (7.4), respectively, then 
J(S + 2, 0) = k,(X) n (Oi - O,), 
icj 
where 
k, = 2-_(~)(~-1)/4, k,(& = 2--p(n--1)/21det(l + 2) I--(p--l), 
(7.11) 
Note that as a consequence of Lemma 15, we may obtain the Jacobian 
of the transformation from r to _$? or cc. 
Remark. The transformation 5 = T’D,r’ is unique if a row of r is 
of specified sign. In terms of r(z) we obtain uniqueness if the elements 
(1, 2), (1, 3), . , (1, $) of (1 + X)-i are all positive. If 
Z=Ti;r: SE-,, rEc D, 
and we let 
then 
J(T,r-Z) = J(~,I’-r7,r)J(O,l’~Z*)J(Z* -Z). 
Let h(?=‘, I‘) = J(T, I’ + Z) ; then from (7.6) we obtain 
h,(r)&(r) = ldetA”l”h,(al?)h,(l’)n laiil-i. 
The choice T = I yields 
h,(A) = cn laiil-(n-i). 
In summary we have 
LEMMA 16. If Z = T‘r, T E F-P, PE 9,, and r(T), r(cr) are defined 
by (7.2) and (7.4), respectively, then 
J(Z - T‘, r) = /qn ltii’Ij--?, 
J(Z + T, 2) = k&)n jtii/i,--i, 
J(Z --f r‘, x) = k,(m)n It&-i, 
where k,, kZ, k, aye defined by (7.11). 
If 
Z=SA, SE9 P)’ AEfi’,, A E A@), (7.12) 
then (dZ) = (dS)A + S(dA). Letting .< = l’D,l” and simplifying, we 
obtain 
Z” = s* + L&A 
where Z* = r’(dZ)A’I: S* = T’(dS)I’, 
I? = P(dA)A’r = - +T’(I + A)(dT?)(I + A’)r. 
Therefore, 
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J(Z 47, A) = J(dZ -z*)J(z* + S*, I?)J(S*, i? - (dS), (dl?)) E J1 J2 J3. 
But J1 = 1, J3 = Idet(]l(l + O))lD-l, and Js = n+ (Of - ej). Hence, 
we have 
LEMMA 17. The Jacobian of (7.12) is 
Where 19, > . . . > eD are the roots of S. 
This representation permits an alternative derivation of the Jacobian 
of the transformation 
Z = rD,A 




By Lemmas 17, 15, and (7.6), we obtain 
LEMMA~S. IfZ=rD,A,I:AE~~,DgE~~,e,>...>e,>Oare 
the positive square roots of the characteristic roots of ZZ’, r(g), A(P) aye 
defined b_v (7.2), r(M), r(p) are defined by (7.4), then 
J(r, A, 8 -2) = k12n (Oi - r9j)2, 
i<j 
J(X, P, e -2) = k,(rZ)k,(P)n (ei - ep, i<j 
Jh 8, e -4 = fid4MP)s~ (ei - ej12. 
To obtain the Jacobian of the transformation 
x = ri;rl, rg o,, TEED, 
we again note, as before, that 
J(T, r -X) = h,(T)h,(r). 
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To determine I%,(T), let L E X2 = rT2r’ G Tar’, SO that 
J(T, r ---,x) = J(T, r + P, r)p, r + L)J(L +x). 
Hence, 
Since the roots of X are the same as the roots of T, that is, 19~ = tii, i = 
1,. . ., P, 
h,(T) ==JJ (tii + tjj)hlp). 
i<j 
As in obtaining (6.9), 
h,(T) = cn ltii - t,,l-1, 
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